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Increase network availability for
optimized application
performance

Advanced resilience and security
for remote workers
 
Protect any network from cyber
threats with built-in security

Simplify network operations
with automated cloud-based
management

Reduce service provider and on-
premise hardware costs

Cost effective OpEx model

OPTO4Edge is an SD WAN solution designed 
for the hybrid workforce where it delivers
business grade secure connectivity 
whereever your employees are. The solution is
managed through a simple single pane of 
glass that optimizes visibility and resides in
Microsoft Azure.

Prioritize your 
Teams network with 
OPTO4Edge

Securing a future ready
work place
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This feature rich, fully managed software defined 
network connectivity service enhances enterprise 
network capability to improve critical Microsoft 
Teams collaboration performance, optimize end 
user experience and increase productivity with 
the ability to include secondary internet services 
such as LTE and broadband.

Delivered from Microsoft Azure 
locations and prioritize Teams voice

Reduces security risk by preventing
 unauthorized access to specific 
network resources

Extends centralized unified threat
 management to remote networks

All in one solution

SD-WAN provides an isolated private connection with 
built in internet security and centralized unified threat 
management. Encryption ensures privacy on untrusted 
WiFi and other public access networks, meaning 
disparate remote workforces can collaborate securely 
wherever they are with high security.

OPTO4Edge solution enables the enterprise to improve 
remote network quality and connectivity, while 
reducing the cost of internet services. The solution 
removes the need for expensive WAN cable installation,
expensive network equipment and the support costs 
associated with such configuration and management.
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Benefits of OPTO4Edge

What is OPTO4Edge?
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Uses public internet to create an 
economical, isolated and secure private 
connection with increased resillience

Remote access to internal services increases 
mobile workforce productivity
Reduces security risk by preventing 
unauthorized access to specific network 
resources

Encryption ensures privacy on untrusted 
WiFi and other public access networks

SCB Global's OPTO4Edge uses software-ended 
architecture to provide complete visibility and 
simplified management of your entire WAN 
alongside other applications through a single 
pane of glass. 

Extends centralized unified threat 
management to remote networks

Enables split tunnelling of client trac for 
corporate applications vs. general internet
Supported on remote device types: Android, 
iOS, Linux, macOS, and Windows

Full featured & cost-effective VPN solution

OPTO4Edge, with its simplified unified
architecture, is designed to integrate seamlessly
with your existing infrastructure, strengthening
branch security and reducing the time required to
manage the network.
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Seamless integration 

Complete visibility and management

Why choose OPTO4Edge?
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FREE 30-days trial

No change to your phone system

Add one user at a time

Tenant provisioning guide included with
the service

Keep your numbers and phone provider 
as they are or utilize SCB provided dummy
numbers

Free trial for
OPTO4Edge 
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Meet your SCB Global Team

If your team is currently working 
remotely or you are looking to 
implement a hybrid solution, then book 
a 20 minute discovery call today and 
find out how we can keep your 
enterprise secure and resilient with 
business grade connectivity wherever 
your team is working.
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